Zara - Long Sweater
No. 2004-201-4540
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Materials

Size

3 (3, 4, 5, 5) balls Woolpower color 25
1 (2, 2, 3, 3) balls Woolpower color 15
1 (2, 2, 3, 3) balls Woolpower Print color 110

S (M, L, XL, XXL)

Double pointed needle 6 mm and 7 mm
Circular needle 60 and 80 cm, 6 mm and 7
mm
Stitch markers

Yarn
Woolpower, Happy Sheep
100% wool, 100 g = 160 m

Gauge
14 stitches x 19 rounds = 10 cm on needle 7
mm in stockinette stitch

Hashtags for social media
#hobbiidesign #hobbiizara

Purchase your yarn here

Measurements
Chest width: 86 (94, 102, 112, 120) cm
Length: 68 (69, 71, 72, 75) cm

Pattern information
The body is worked in parts with 3 colors. The
sleeves are worked in one color.
The sweater is worked bottom up until the
armholes. The sleeves are worked separately,
and all parts are hereafter slipped on to the
same needle and you continue decreasing for
the raglan. Work short rows in the neck just
before the rib edge.

Techniques
Here you can find videos of the techniques used
in this pattern:
Short rows - Click here
Elastic bind-off - Click here

http://shop.hobbii.com/zara-long-sweater

Have fun making this pattern!
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Sweater
BODY
Rib
CO 120 (132, 144, 156, 168) stitches on circular needle 6 mm and color 15. Work in the
round. Work 5 cm rib: *k1, p1*, repeat from * - * on entire round.
Body
Change to circular needle 7 mm and continue in stockinette stitch.
Continue until piece measures 20 (20, 21, 21, 22) cm.
Begin stripe pattern A
Work 1 round with color 101 and 1 round with color 15.
Repeat these 2 rounds of stripes until this part measures 5 cm and finish with color 15.
Change to color 101 and continue until piece measures 45 (45, 46, 46, 47) cm = 20 cm with
color 101.
Begin stripe pattern B
Work 1 round with color 25 and 1 round with color 101.
Repeat these 2 rounds of stripes until this part measures 5 cm. Finish with color 101 = 50
(50, 51, 51, 52) cm.
Insert a marker at the beginning of the round and in the middle of the round = 60 (66, 72, 78,
84) stitches on back- and front piece.
NB From here you work the yoke and both sleeves in one color.
Bind off for armhole
Change to color 25.
*Work until 3 (3, 4, 4, 5) stitches before marker, BO 6 (6, 8, 8, 10) stitches*, repeat from * - *
on the other part of the sweater = 54 (60, 64, 70, 74) stitches on each part.
Put piece aside and work both sleeves.
SLEEVES
Rib
CO 36 (38, 40, 42, 44) stitches on double pointed needle 6 mm and color 25. Work in the
round.
Work 5 cm rib: *k1, p1*. Repeat from * - * on entire round.
Sleeve
Change to double pointed needle 7 mm and continue in stockinette stitch.
Work 1 round. Insert a marker at the beginning of the round.
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Begin increasing
Work until 1 stitch before marker, increase 1 stitch, k2, increase 1 stitch, work the rest of the
round = 2 stitches increased.
Continue increasing in every 8th round until you have a total of 52 (54, 58, 60, 62) stitches.
Continue until sleeve measures approx. 45 cm. Finish round 3 (3, 4, 4, 5) stitches before
marker.
BO 6 (6, 8, 8, 10) stitches = 46 (48, 50, 52, 52) stitches.
Put piece aside and work the other sleeve in the same.

Yoke
Slip sleeves and body on same needle as follows: back piece, sleeve, front piece, sleeve =
200 (216, 228, 244, 252) stitches.
Insert a marker in each transition between the pieces = 4 raglan seams.
Continue in stockinette stitch. Work 1 round.
Raglan decreases
1st round: k1, k2tog, *work until 3 stitches before next marker, k2tog, k2, k2tog*, repeat from
* - * a total of 3 times, work until 3 stitches before next marker, k2tog, k1 = 8 stitches
decreased.
2nd round: knit all stitches.
Repeat these 2 rounds until there are 28 (30, 32, 34, 36) stitches on the back- and front
piece and 20 (18, 18, 16, 16) stitches on each sleeve = 96 (96, 100, 100, 104) stitches.
Finish after one round decreasing.
Begin short rows
You now work back and forth on the circular needle and continue decreasing for the raglan
on the RS rows.
Insert a marker in the middle of front piece.
RS: work until 4 stitches before marker in front piece, turn,
WS: wrap and turn, purl until 3 stitches before marker in front piece, turn,
RS: wrap and turn, knit until 2 stitches before wrapped stitch, turn,
WS: wrap and turn, purl until 2 stitches before wrapped stitch, turn,
RS: wrap and turn, knit until 2 stitches before wrapped stitch, turn,
WS: wrap and turn, purl until 2 stitches before wrapped stitch, turn,
RS: knit 1 round and work all wrapped stitches as 1 stitch.
Rib edge
Change to circular needle 6 mm. Work rib in the round: *p1, k1*, repeat from* - * on entire
round.
Continue until rib edge measures 6 cm.
Bind off in rib using the elastic bind-off-technique: make a yo before every 2nd purl stitch.
Fold edge and sew it on to the WS.
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Finish
Sew the openings under both sleeves together.
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